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In the last few years several experimental strategies based on epi-, confocal and two photon excitation fluorescence microscopy techniques
have been employed to study the lateral structure of membranes using giant vesicles as model systems. This review article discusses the
methodological aspects of the aforementioned experimental approaches, particularly stressing the information obtained by the use of UV excited
fluorescent probes using two-photon excitation fluorescence microscopy. Additionally, the advantages of utilizing visual information, to correlate
the lateral structure of compositionally simple membranes with complex situations, i.e., biological membranes, will be addressed.
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There are simple questions regarding lipids and membranes
that still need to be answered. For example, why do cell mem-☆ This manuscript is dedicated to the loving memory of Gati.
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doi:10.1016/j.bbamem.2006.05.019branes contain thousands of different molecular lipid species?
Why do the molar fractions of these species vary among different
membranes? Is there a coherent code still hidden andwaiting to be
discovered in order to predict the influence of lipids onmembrane
lateral structure? As Higelmann pointed out in his article “Getting
ready for the decade of the lipids” [1] “…why not speculate that
(phospho)lipids and their metabolites will soon be the subject of
an information explosion, similar to that presently occurring for
genes and proteins?”.
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building blocks of biological membranes. This interpretation was
adopted from the Singer and Nicholson fluid mosaic model,
proposed in 1972 [2]. Even though the Singer and Nicholson
fluid mosaic model was extremely important in considering, for
first time, the dynamical aspects of biological membranes, it is
obvious that the lipid compositional heterogeneity was not con-
sidered as an important factor in this model. The idea that lipids
are simply randomly organized building blocks of membranes
has been changed since the coexistence of stable lipid domains in
lipid bilayers was reported three decades ago [3,4]. However, the
consequences of the non-random lateral organization of lipid
membranes have not been acknowledged until recently when the
raft hypothesis was postulated [5–8]. Although the role of lipid
compositional complexity is acknowledged in the raft hypoth-
esis, the physical basis behind membrane lateral organization
(including potential links with membrane function) in biological
systems still remains obscure. For example, based on the infor-
mation obtained from model systems, lateral heterogeneity in
biological membranes can be rationalized simply as local (tran-
sient) compositional fluctuations or phase separation phenom-
ena. However, very little information is available about the
occurrence of these two phenomena in biological membranes.
For instance, the presence of liquid ordered phases is repeatedly
claimed in the literature but not always strictly demonstrated in
many systems invoking rafts. This last observation points to the
necessity of developing new experimental approaches in order to
clarify the abovementioned issues. In particular, experimental
information that allows correlation between the lateral structure
of compositionally simple and complex membranes (i.e., arti-
ficial lipid mixtures and biological membranes) may help to
identify the basis of membrane lateral heterogeneity in biolog-
ically relevant situations.
A detailed understanding of temperature-dependentmembrane
phase equilibria in compositionally simple model systems (com-
posed of one, two and three-component lipidmixtures) constitutes
a very important step in order to understand the lateral organi-
zation of compositionally complex membranes. For instance, in
the last 35 years there has been extensive research to elucidate the
presence of particular lipid phases (including coexistence of
different lipid phases) in particular membranous systems using an
array of experimental techniques that provide structural and dy-
namical information (fluorescence spectroscopy, differential scan-
ning calorimetry, infrared spectroscopy, FRAP, EPR, NMR, X-
ray diffraction to mention a few, [3,9–26]), including theoretical
treatments using computer simulations [27,28]. In several cases
the data were utilized to construct phase diagrams for each parti-
cular lipid mixture. Phase diagrams provide important thermo-
dynamic information regarding the different lateral organization
of different lipid mixtures [29,30]. However, the construction of
phase diagrams is limited to a few components (no more than 3
components, [30]) and extremely difficult to implement in the
case of compositionally complex membranes. The interpretation
of the experimental data obtained from the abovementioned
experimental techniques becomes complicated in compositionally
complex situations. It is particularly difficult to ascertain the
influence of specific molecular species on the membrane's lateralstructure as the number of components in the lipid mixture
increases. As a consequence, correlation of the lateral structure of
well described, compositionally simple cases with those observed
in the compositionally complex situations becomes difficult. It is
important to note that the experimental techniques mentioned
above provide mean parameters on the basis of data collected
from bulk solution of many liposomes (or cells), and hence lack
information about lipid lateral organization at the level of single
vesicles (or cells). Such information can, however, be provided by
microscopy techniques such as fluorescence microscopy (also
atomic force microscopy, see below). The main advantage in
using fluorescencemicroscopy techniques inmembrane studies is
clear, i.e., the sensitivity and flexibility of a microscope with the
addition of fluorescence spectroscopy allows the collection of
spatially resolved information. Ultimately this latter information
bridges membrane morphology with the dynamical and structural
information obtained at the molecular level using fluorescence
spectroscopy (such as lipid mobility, hydration, etc.). The
additional “visual” information obtained in these experiments
has generated new information that complements very well the
“bulk” information obtained with the aforementioned classical
approaches. This “visual” information can be used as another
alternative to link the lateral structure of compositionally complex
membranes (more than three components) with that observed in
the compositional simple cases.
2. Model membrane systems
Many papers have appeared in recent years which describe the
use of giant vesicles (GUVs) as model systems to study different
physical aspects of membranes (lateral structure, mechanical
properties), particularly considering the effect of lipid–lipid, but
also lipid–DNA, lipid–peptide and lipid–protein interactions
[31–72]. One of the reasons why giant vesicles are suitable
membrane model systems is their size, on the order of a few tens
of micrometers, similar to the size of the plasma membrane of
cells. Due to their size, single vesicles can be directly observed
using microscopy related techniques (such as phase contrast and
fluorescence microscopy). Additionally, because experiments are
performed at the level of single vesicles, heterogeneity in shape
and size and the presence of multilamellar vesicles are ruled out.
One of the significant aspects in using giant vesicles as model
systems is the ability to control the molecular composition of the
membrane as well as the environmental conditions. For instance,
studies of the lateral structure of membranes using giant vesicles
as model systems were normally confined to giant vesicles com-
posed of single lipids species or mixtures with no more than three
to four components [33,35,41,44–46,48,52–54,58–60,72]. How-
ever, as recently reported in the literature, it is also possible to
form giant vesicles from natural lipid extracts [39,50,53,55] and
native membranes [37,39]. Additionally, incorporation of mem-
brane proteins into GUVs composed of lipid mixtures can also be
performed [34,38,40,42,51]. This last fact allows one to establish
an interesting strategy, i.e., to perform comparative studies among
artificial lipid mixtures, natural lipid mixtures (both with and
without membrane proteins) and finally membranes containing
the full composition under controlled environmental conditions
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agreement about “unique” conditions required to obtain such
vesicles mainly because the mechanism underlying giant vesicle
formation is still obscure. A major consequence of this dearth
of precise knowledge is that there are many different methods
described in the literature to obtain GUVs [38,39,51,73–77].
However, almost all these methods are based on two main exper-
imental protocols, the gentle hydration method, originally des-
cribed by Reeves and Dowben [77], and the electroformation
method introduced by Angelova and collaborators [74,75]. From
these two experimental protocols, the electroformation method
provides the most homogeneous population of GUVs, with sizes
between 10 to 60 μm in diameter. Additionally, the electroforma-
tion protocol requires less time compared to the gentle hydration
method (∼1–2 h vs. 12–24 h, respectively) and provides a high
yield of giant unilamellar vesicles (∼95%) [78,79]. The reader can
find additional information about the giant vesicle field in
an excellent review by Menger and Keiper [62] and a book
completely devoted to giant vesicles edited by P.L. Luisi and
P. Walde [80].
3. Fluorescence microscopy and phase coexistence as seeing
in GUVs
To begin this section, we should note the seminal contribution
from Haverstick and Glaser who, in 1988, achieved the first
visualization of lipid domains in GUVs using fluorescence
microscopy with digital image processing [70]. These authors
directly visualized Ca2+-induced lipid domains in erythrocyte
ghosts, GUVs formed of mixtures of phosphatidylcholine (PC)
phospholipid and acidic phospholipids and GUVs formed from
natural lipids from the erythrocyte membrane at constant tem-
perature [69,70]. However, it was not until the end of the 1990s
when several papers appeared applying fluorescence microscopy
techniques (epifluorescence, confocal and two photon excitation
fluorescence microscopy) to show for the first time images of the
temperature dependent lateral structure of giant vesicles com-
posed of different phospholipids, phospholipid binary mixtures,
ternary lipidmixtures containing cholesterol, natural lipid extracts
and native membranes [33,39,44,46,48,50,52–55,58–60,81].
These papers presented, for the first time, a correlation between
micron-size (visual) domain structure and the local lipid dynamics
under different environmental conditions (different temperatures
for example). Additionally, the experimental data involving fluo-
rescence microscopy and GUVs have offered a new alternative to
construct lipid phase diagrams [30,44,46] for artificial lipid
mixtures (i.e., phase diagrams that include visual information
about membrane lateral structure).
It is important to mention that the visual information itself,
based on the acquisition of fluorescence intensity images (parti-
cularly obtained using environmentally insensitive fluorescent
probes), does not always provide information about the local
physical properties of the different domains that coexist in the
plane of the membrane. In other words, the fluorescence intensity
images obtained will limit us to information about the lipid
domain's shape and size and eventually the GUV morphology.
Therefore, caution must be invoked in assigning lipid phases,particularly in compositionally complex mixtures (such as natural
lipid extracts or native membranes) but also in simple lipid
mixtures, using only the fluorescence probe's partition informa-
tion obtained in representative model lipid mixtures. It is very
important to keep in mind that the partition of the fluorescent
probes to particular membrane domains does not depend on the
membrane phase state. Instead, the partition of fluorescent probes
generally depends on the local chemical environment of the lipid
domains [82,83]. For instance, the fluorescent probe Rhodamine-
DPPE shows partition to the fluid phase in DMPC/DSPC mix-
tures while in DLPC/DPPC it shows preferential partitioning to
the gel phase [54,82]. In this last case, both lipid mixtures dis-
play gel/fluid phase coexistence (Fig. 1A). Another case is that
observed in a “two probe experimental approach”, based on
the differential labeling of the coexisting membrane domains
using different fluorescent probes (for example using DiIC18 and
Bodipy-PC probes). In POPC/sphingomyelin mixtures that dis-
play gel/fluid phase coexistence, the probe DiIC18 shows a pre-
ferential partitioning to the gel phase while Bodipy-PC partitions
to the fluid phase. Instead, in GUVS composed of a POPC/DPPC
mixture (that also show gel/fluid phase coexistence), both probes
shows preferential partitioning to the fluid phase (see Fig. 1B).
Clearly, then, it is not wise to generalize the fluorescent
molecule's affinity for the different lipid phases without careful
probe characterization.
On the other hand, physical information pertaining to the
membrane's local domain, such as lipid diffusion coefficient or
lipid local order, will assist in answering important questions. For
instance, have the lipid domains similar physical characteristics
among artificial membranes exhibiting the same phase coexis-
tence scenario (gel/fluid or fluid ordered/fluid disordered) but
different molecular composition (binary, ternary lipid mixtures)?
Are the local properties of the in-plane membrane domains
comparable among compositionally complex and simple mem-
branes displaying the similar coexistence scenario? Only a few
fluorescencemicroscopy based experimental strategies were used
to determine the physical characteristics of in plane membrane
domains. Using the abovementioned “two probe experimen-
tal approach” and scanning confocal fluorescence microscopy
Korlach et al. [60] performed fluorescent images of particular
phospholipid mixtures (DLPC/DPPC) displaying gel/fluid phase
coexistence. The fluorescent probes used in this experiments
(DiIC20 and Bodipy-PC) display different partition properties to
the two different coexisting lipid phases. Using fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS) the authors correlate the visual
information with information about the diffusion coefficient of
each fluorescent probe in the different lipid domains. Various lipid
phases were assigned based on the diffusion coefficients obtained
in different regions of the membrane [60]. This experimental
strategy was applied to other lipid mixtures, including GUVs
containing membrane proteins [34,35,40,43,46]. One of the main
drawbacks of this experimental approach is the necessity of
finding pairs of fluorescent probes that specifically label the
coexisting lipid domains. For instance, in mixtures that display
fluid ordered/fluid disordered phase coexistence (particularly
DOPC/sphingomyelin/cholesterol or DOPC/DPPC/cholesterol)
the vast majority of fluorescent membrane probes (particularly
Fig. 1. (A) Two photon excitation fluorescence images of Rhodamine-DPPE labeled GUVs composed of two different phospholipids mixtures displaying gel/fluid
phase coexistence. The fluorescent probe shows preferential partitioning to the gel phase in DLPC/DPPC mixture while in DMPC/DSPC mixture the probe is
segregated to the fluid phase. (B) One photon excitation confocal images of GUVs composed of two different phospholipids mixtures displaying gel/fluid phase
coexistence. Two fluorescent probes DiIC18 and Bodipy-PC are used in this case. Notice the different partition of the fluorescent probe DiIC18 in the different mixtures
(see text). The GUVs diameter is approximately 25 μm.
1544 L.A. Bagatolli / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1758 (2006) 1541–1556those that are excited in the visible wavelength region and are
normally used with epifluorescence or fluorescence confocal
microscopes, such as the commercially available phospholipid-
like derivates of Bodipy, NBD, carbocyanines and rhodamine)
show preferential partitioning to the fluid disordered phase [45].Fig. 2. One and two photon excitation effect. The high photon densities required for tw
on a diffraction-limited spot through a high numerical aperture objective Therefore, in
because of insufficient photon flux. This phenomenon allows for a sectioning effe
microscopy.Nevertheless, the fluorescent probe perylene shows preferential
partitioning to fluid ordered regions in DOPC/SM/cholesterol
mixtures [45]; although, the partition of this fluorescent probe
need to be further evaluated in other model systems displaying
liquid immiscibility in order to corroborate if it can be used as ao-photon absorption are achieved by focusing a high peak power laser light source
the areas above and below the focal plane, two-photon absorption does not occur,
ct (inherent spatial resolution) without using emission pinholes as in confocal
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proach to label the liquid ordered phase is the incorporation of a
small fraction of the gangliosideGM1 in the lipidmixtures [40,53].
The GM1-enriched areas are assigned to be liquid ordered-like
phase domains [40,53]. Using fluorescently labeled cholera toxin
(that specifically binds GM1), the GM1 enriched regions were
visualized using fluorescence microscopy. In summary, visual
information can be complemented with additional techniques
such as FCS [35,46,60], FRAP or particle tracking to correlate
visual spatial correlation with local membrane dynamics.
Another possible approach to gain correlated spatial and dy-
namical information in membranes displaying phase coexis-
tence is to obtain images of other fluorescent parameters than
simply fluorescent intensity. It is significant to mention that the
vast majority of the studies about characterization of lipid
membrane's lateral structure using fluorescence spectroscopy
techniques (cuvette experiments) exploit other fluorescent
parameters such as fluorescence lifetime, rotational correlation
time (obtained by anisotropy measurements) and position of the
emission spectral maximum. Several fluorescent probes, parti-
cularly those UV-excited fluorescent probes (such as Pyrene,
DPH, TMA-DPH, trans-parinaric acid, LAURDAN, PRO-
DAN), are used in these experiments [9,22,23,84–96]. Few
papers concerned with the lateral structure of membranes (model
system or cells) exploiting these UV-excited probes and fluo-
rescent parameters were reported using fluorescencemicroscopy
related techniques. The two main reasons for the dearth of suchFig. 3. (A) LAURDAN emission spectra in gel (blue) and fluid (green) phase membra
parameter that depends on the position of the LAURDAN emission spectrum contain
time that LAURDAN is in the excited state, and is related to water penetration in the
equatorial region of the GUV composed of DLPC/DAPC (at temperatures correspo
filter 446±23 nm (Top image ). The high intensity areas in this mixture are related to
the high intensity areas (blue emission spectra) and the high GP values.studies are (i) the inaccessibility of these advanced microscopy
techniques, i.e., lifetime microscopy or polarization fluores-
cence microscopy, (expensive and specialized equipment is
required along with significant user expertise) and (ii) it is
practically difficult to perform fluorescence microscopy experi-
ments (one photon excitation, i.e., epifluorescence and confocal)
with UV-fading fluorescent probes (such as LAURDAN or
PRODAN), since the extent of photobleaching is high and is
often technically difficult to obtain reliable fluorescence images.
4. Two photon excitation fluorescence microscopy
The application of two photon fluorescence microscopy in
biology was introduced by Denk, Strickler and Webb in 1990
[97]. At present, two photon excitation (TPE) fluorescence mi-
croscopy constitutes one of the most promising and fastest
developing areas in biological and medical imaging [98]. Two-
photon excitation is a nonlinear process in which a fluorophore
absorbs two photons simultaneously. Each photon provides half
the energy required for excitation. The high photon densities
required for two-photon absorption are achieved by focusing a
high peak power laser light source on a diffraction-limited spot
through a high numerical aperture objective [97,99,100]. There-
fore, in the areas above and below the focal plane, two-photon
absorption does not occur, because of insufficient photon flux.
This phenomenon allows for a sectioning effect (inherent spatial
resolution) without using emission pinholes as in confocalnes. The emission spectrum shift is around 50 nm. The Generalized Polarization
s information about solvent dipolar relaxation processes which occur during the
lipid interfaces. (B) Two photon excitation fluorescence images obtained at the
nding to gel/fluid coexistence). Intensity image obtained using a blue bandpass
a gel-like phase. LAURDANGP image (bottom). Notice the correlation between
1546 L.A. Bagatolli / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1758 (2006) 1541–1556microscopy, see Fig. 2 [97,99,100]. The benefits of two photon
excitation includes: improved background discrimination, re-
duced photobleaching of the fluorophores, minimal photodamage
to living cell specimens and excitation of multiple fluorescent
probes using a single excitation wavelength (including those
probes that require more than one excitation wavelength in the
one photon excitation mode) [97–101]. In the particular case of
membranes, the characteristics of multiphotonmicroscopy allows
the use of UV-excited fluorescent probes to fully combine and
exploit two important pieces of information: i) the fluorescent
parameters that are sensitive to membrane lateral structure, such
as phase-dependent emission shift, fluorescent lifetimes or po-
larization as was done in the earlier studies in bulk, i.e., liposome
solutions; (ii) visual information (morphological and topological
data). Since their introduction, few TPE fluorescence micro-
scopy experiments using UV- (but also visible-) excited fluo-
rescent probes were reported to explore the lateral structure of
lipid membranes [45,47,53–55,58,59,82,102–105]. This meth-
odological approach offer a very consistent picture of relevant
events such as lipid phase separation in lipid bilayers and cel-
lular membranes (as will be discussed below) [45,47,53–
55,58,59,82,102–105], enzymatic reactions in membranes
[47,49] and insertion of peptides in lipid membranes [106,107].
Although many UV-excited fluorescent probes can be useful toFig. 4. The photoselection effect is dictated by the relative orientation of the LAURDA
light. The last is also influenced by the lipid bilayer phase state (see text). (A) Sketch o
the photoselection effect do not operate in the equatorial region of the GUV independ
the polar region of the GUV composed of Ceramide/POPC 1:5 mol (fluorescence int
area respect to the fluid phase; (D) fluid ordered/fluid disordered phase coexistence ob
of DOPC/SM/cholesterol 1:1:1 mol. The photoselection effect in the fluid ordered pstudymembrane lateral heterogeneity (vide supra), the discussion
in the coming sectionswill be limited primarily to results obtained
with one of these probes, LAURDAN, in many different model
systems and cell membranes and tissues. Despite the fact that
photobleaching of LAURDAN using epifluorescence and con-
focal microscopy is severe, hampering the acquisition of reliable
fluorescent images, TPE fluorescence microscopy is an alterna-
tive technique to collect images on LAURDAN-labeled spec-
imens. Because this fluorescent probe has very interesting
spectroscopic and partition properties in membranes it is possible
to perform quantitative spectroscopic studies at each pixel and
hence to obtain detailed information (e.g., correlation between
morphology and dynamics) from a fluorescence-based image
related to the sample at hand, be it a living cell, an extended
surface polymer or a giant unilamellar vesicle.
4.1. LAURDAN: an ideal fluorescent probe to study lateral
structure of membranes
LAURDAN belongs to the family of polarity-sensitive fluo-
rescent probes, first designed and synthesized by Gregorio Weber
for the study of the phenomenon of dipolar relaxation of
fluorophores in solvents, bound to proteins and associated with
lipids [92,108–111]. When inserted in lipid membranes,N electronic transition moment respect to the polarization plane of the excitation
f the GUVand the position of the LAURDAN electronic transition moment; (B)
ent of the phase coexistence scenario; (C) gel/fluid phase coexistence observed at
ensity and GP), notice the strong photoselection effect observed in the gel phase
served at the polar region of the GUV (fluorescence intensity and GP) composed
hase is less pronounced to that observed in the gel phase (compare C and D).
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fluorescent probes namely: (i) it shows a phase-dependent emission
spectral shift, i.e., bluish in the ordered lipid phase and greenish in
the disordered lipid phase (this effect is attributed to the reorien-
tation of water molecules present at the lipid interface near
LAURDAN's fluorescent moiety, i.e., water dipolar relaxation
process); (ii) it distributes equally into the ordered and disordered-
like lipid phases; (iii) the electronic transition moment of
LAURDAN is aligned parallel to the hydrophobic lipid chains
allowing use of the photoselection effect in the microscopy images
to qualitatively discriminate between different lipid phases; (iv)
LAURDAN is negligibly soluble in water; [82,83,112–114].
LAURDAN's homogeneous distribution in membranes (even
when different lipid phases coexist) and its lipid phase-dependent
emission spectral shift offer a great advantage over fluorescent
probes (such as DPH, pyrene and parinaric acid) that show
preferential partitioning to particular regions of the membrane and
whose fluorescence intensities and spectral maximums are
generally insensitive to the lipid phase state. For example, in the
case of LAURDAN labeled membranes, lateral packing infor-
mation can be obtained directly from the fluorescent images just by
using the proper set of emission filters. Away to quantify the extentFig. 5. Sketch of the probe's transition moment orientation (top panel) respect to the
GUVs composed of DMPC obtained at the equatorial region of the vesicle (bottom pan
light. GUVs were labeled with LAURDAN and Rhodamine-DPPE. The bar correspofwater dipolar relaxation,which in turn is related to the phase state
of the lipidmembrane, is based on a useful relationship between the
emission intensities obtained on the blue and red side of
LAURDAN's emission spectrum. This relationship, called Gener-
alized Polarization (GP)was defined by analogy to the fluorescence
polarization function [93,113,114]. The Generalized Polarization
parameter contains information about solvent dipolar relaxation
processes, which occur during the time that LAURDAN is in the
excited state, and is related to water penetration in the lipid
interfaces. In the GP function, the relative parallel and perpendic-
ular polarizer orientations in the classical polarization functionwere
substituted by the intensities at the blue and red edges of the
emission spectrum (IB and IR respectively) using a given excitation
wavelength (Fig. 3A). It is important to notice that polarizers are not
required in the experimental set up even though the name of this
function contains the word polarization [93,113,114]. GP images
can be constructed from the fluorescence intensity images obtained
with blue and green band-pass filters on the microscope, allowing
further characterization of the phase state of the coexisting lipid
domains [81–83,112]. Fig. 3 shows the particular emission spectra
obtained in the ordered and disordered membrane regions (Fig.
3A). Discrimination of two different fluorescent intensity regionssurface of the bilayer. Two photon excitation fluorescence intensity images of
el). The white arrows indicate the linear polarization orientation of the excitation
onds to 20 μm.
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blue and green band pass filters, 446±23 nm and 499±23 nm
respectively, Fig. 3B). Additionally, computing the GP function
allows further characterization of the different lipid phases as
shown in Fig. 3B [54,58,82,102]. The particular spherical shape of
giant vesicles allows application of the photoselection effect to
qualitatively distinguish between the different lipid phases. The
photoselection effect arises from the fact that only those
fluorophores which have electronic (absorption) transition
moments aligned parallel or nearly so to the plane of polarization
of the excitation light are excited, i.e., the excitation efficiency is
proportional to the cosine squared of the angle between the
electronic transitionmoment of the probe and the polarization plane
of the excitation light. Considering a circularly polarized excitation
light confined in the x–y plane, exploring different regions of a
spherical vesicle (at a given vertical section) allows observation of
different excitation efficiencies depending on the position of the
probe's electronic transition moment relative to the plane of
excitation light polarization (Fig. 4A). At the equatorial region of
the vesicle, the circularly polarized excitation light allows excitation
of all LAURDAN molecules present in the equatorial plane of the
GUV with the same efficiency, independent of the lipid phases
present in the vesicle (e.g., one phase or phase coexistence). In this
particular case the probe's electronic transition moment is always
parallel to the polarization plane (the photoselection effect does not
operate). This last fact allows calculation of the GP images without
the influence of the photoselection effect (as seen in Fig. 4B for
coexistence of fluid/gel and fluid ordered/fluid disordered phases).
Instead, at the polar region of the vesicle, and when the GUVFig. 6. (A) Molecular structure of DLPC and DPPC showing the phospholipid hydrop
domains (ΔGP) plotted versus the hydrophobic mismatch between the components o
and DLPC/DAPC 1:1 mol, hydrophobic mismatch equal to 4, 6 and 8 respectively).
changes.displays gel/fluid phase coexistence, only fluorescence coming
from the fluid part of the bilayer will be observed (Fig. 4C). This
selection occurs since a component of LAURDAN's electronic
transition moment is always parallel to the excitation polarization
plane (because of the relatively low lipid order, i.e., the wobbling
movement of LAURDANmolecules is present in this phase). This
last phenomenon does not take place in the gel phase (even though
LAURDAN molecules are present in this region of the bilayer)
because the high lipid lateral order precludes the wobbling move-
ment of LAURDAN in the gel region, Fig. 4C. In the case of fluid
ordered/fluid disordered phase coexistence scenario, components
of LAURDAN's electronic transition moment will be present
(parallel to the excitation light polarization plane) in both phases by
observing the GUVin the polar region. This situation is mainly due
to the fluid nature of the membrane's phases, i.e., because of the
relatively low lipid order the wobbling movement of LAURDAN
molecules is present in both lipid phases. This last fact will allow
collection of fluorescence signals from both phases discriminating
them by the position of the LAURDAN fluorescence spectrum.
Particularly, the fluid ordered phase will present a lower impact of
the photoselection effect compared to that observed for gel phase
regions (compared Figs. 4C and D). The message here is that the
photoselection effect allows extraction of qualitative information
about lipid phases directly from the intensity images.
The photoselection effect can also be exploited to determine the
orientation of the probe's transition moment relative to the
membrane plane. Using linear polarized light as the excitation
source the fluorescent images obtained in the equatorial region of
the vesicle will present particular characteristics depending on thehobic mismatch. (B) LAURDANGP differences between the fluid and gel phase
f the binary mixtures. (●) DLPC containing GUVs (DLPC/DPPC, DLPC/DSPC
Notice the different shape of the gel-like domains as the hydrophobic mismatch
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Fig. 5 the high intensity areas in the fluorescence image are
populated by fluorescent molecules with their transition moments
oriented parallel to the direction of the polarized excitation light
(because the photoselection rule). The immediate conclusion here
is that the rhodamine-PE probe has its transition moment oriented
90° in the membrane with respect to that observed for LAURDAN
[58]. A similar situation was reported for LAURDAN, where the
probe shows different orientations depending of the lipid
composition or the particular phase present in the membrane;
i.e., the orientation of the probe inserted in GUVS composed of
phospholipids with that observed in GUVs composed of bipolar
archibacteria lipids [55], or pulmonary surfactant lipid extracts at
low temperature [50]. This type of information, for instance, is
quite relevant in energy transfer experiments, where the spatial
orientation of the fluorophores is one of the parameters used to
calculate the distance between the donor and the acceptor.
LAURDAN microscopy experiments using linear polarization in
the excitation light can be further explored to obtain relevant
information about the presence of lipid phases. For example,
LAURDAN GP images obtained at the GUV's equatorial region
using linear polarized light can be exploited to obtain information
about the coexistence of lipid domains with sizes below the
resolution of the microscope (the resolution of the microscope is
∼250 nm radial) [59,81,83,112]. When the lipid domain's size is
smaller than the image pixel size, it is not possible to visualize
these particular membrane regions. However, in this last case eachFig. 7. Two photon excitationLAURDAN fluorescent images (taken at the polar region o
Cholesterol/Sphingomyelin 1:1:1 mol displaying fluid ordered/fluid disordered phas
coexistence (right panel). The differences between the two different phase coexistence scpixel of the image will contain this information (displaying an
average GP value). Since the polarized light, which photoselects
appropriately oriented LAURDAN molecules, also selects
LAURDAN molecules associated with high GP values, pixels
with high and lowGP values can be discriminated. In other words,
if the image contains separate domains (pixels) of different GP
values because of lipid phase coexistence, the higher GP value
domains appear parallel to the orientation of the polarized
excitation light and not in the perpendicular direction
[59,81,83,112]. This effect was used to ascertain lipid domain
coexistence in GUVs composed of single phospholipid species
(where the lipid domains have sizes below the microscope reso-
lution) [59] andmultilamellar vesicles composed of phospholipids
mixtures (with and without cholesterol), including some intact cell
membranes [81]. Particularly in this last study, domains of sizes
below, in the same range and above themicroscope resolution limit
(0.3 μm radial) were observed in OK cells, red blood cells and
brush border native membranes respectively. For a more detailed
technical description on the use of LAURDAN GP images to
ascertain lipid domains below themicroscope resolution the reader
is encouraged to consult the following references [59,81,83,112].
4.2. Membrane lateral structure information: from model
system to biological membranes
Since its introduction in 1986, LAURDAN has demonstrated
an exquisite sensitivity to detect temperature induced phasef the vesicle) andGP images (taken at the equatorial region of the vesicle) ofDOPC/
e coexistence (left panel) and DPPC/DPPE 3:7 mol displaying gel/fluid phase
enarios are clearly showed by LAURDAN (see text). The bar corresponds to 20μm.
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photon excitation fluorescence microscopy study using mem-
brane model system (multilamellar vesicles) and LAURDAN
was reported in 1997 by Parasassi et al. [81]. The non-random
organization of single component phospholipids bilayers in the
fluid phase as well as the coexistence of gel and fluid areas in
DOPC/DPPC multilamellar vesicles at room temperature were
reported in this pioneering work. Additionally, the lateral struc-
ture of red blood cell membranes, renal tubular cell line and renal
brush border and basolateral membranes using LAURDAN GP
was also characterized by using two photon excitation micros-
copy [81]. The use of giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) as
model system (instead of multilamellar vesicles) further
improved the characterization of the lateral phase coexistence
scenario in membranes composed of several lipid mixtures using
the LAURDAN-based fluorescence microscopy approach. The
temperature effect on the lateral structure of membranes com-
posed of pure phospholipids and their different mixtures at the
level of single vesicles were first reported in 1999–2000
[54,58,59]. In these reports the gel/fluid phase coexistence was
first visualized at different temperatures in free standing bilayers.
Gel lipid domains of micrometer size with particular shapes
depending on the composition of the lipid mixture and temper-
ature were observed in these experiments [54,58,59]. This infor-
mation was important to clarify aspects of the gel/fluid phase
coexistence scenario, particularly questioning the general as-
sumption about presence of nanometer size gel domains inFig. 8. (A) One photon confocal images of GUVs composed of native pulmonary surf
fluorescent probes DiIC18 (red areas) and Bodipy-PC (yellow area). LAURDAN in
obtained with two bandpass filters (428±37 nm and 500±20 nm) which reflect the b
(ordered and disordered fluid phases). The similar phase coexistence scenarios betwe
(B) Cholesterol extraction by addition of cyclodextrine. The change of the phase coex
binary mixture displaying gel/fluid phase coexistence (see text).membranes (bilayers) displaying gel/fluid phase coexistence.
These results led to a correlation between domain shape and lipid
miscibility for the different phospholipids binary mixtures
displaying gel/fluid phase coexistence [54]. For example, the
difference in LAURDAN's GP between the gel and fluid phases
(ΔGP=GPgel−GPfluid) for each lipid mixture showed a linear
dependence with the hydrophobic mismatch of the different
phospholipids mixture (see Fig. 6). This result reflects the
sensitivity of the ΔGP to monitor the compositional differ-
ences between the gel and fluid phases among the different
mixtures, that in turn are related with the miscibility of the lipid
components.
The visual information extracted with the experimental stra-
tegy discussed above was also implemented to explore the effect
of cholesterol in lipid mixtures. Particularly, the lateral structure
of canonical raft mixtures (DOPC/SM/cholesterol) was visual-
ized for the first time in free standing bilayers using LAURDAN
and TPE fluorescence microscopy [53]. This information was
correlated with that obtained in planar membranes composed of
the same lipid mixtures and was utilized to compare the lateral
structure of compositionally complex membranes (as will be
discussed below, [53]).
The information obtained using LAURDAN and TPE fluo-
rescence microscopy in several lipid mixtures aids in the char-
acterization of distinct phase coexistence scenarios, providing
particular signatures of the lateral phase separation phenomena in
membranes. For example, Fig. 7 compares the gel/fluid and fluidactant membranes (top left) and DOPC/DPPC/chol (top right) obtained using the
tensity image of a GUV composed of Native pulmonary surfactant membrane
lue and red side contribution of the LAURDAN emission spectrum respectively
en the model system (DOPC/POPC/chol) and the native membrane are evident.
istence scenario is evident in this experiment. The insert shows the DLPC/DPPC
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by LAURDAN. As a first glance, the shapes of the domains are
quite different between these two phase coexistence scenarios.
Particularly the coexistence of two fluid phases (ordered/dis-Fig. 9. (A) Thermogram of native pulmonary surfactant membranes obtained using di
GUV composed of pulmonary surfactant membranes at 24, 36, 37.5 and 38.0 °C (im
pulmonary surfactant membranes. The bars correspond to 10 μm. (B) Two photon e
DMPC/DSPC 1:1 mol mixture. The dark areas correspond to the gel phase (photoselec
DMPC 1:1 binary mixture. The brighter areas in B correspond to gel areas. The nan
[57,58]. The bars are (A) 4 μm, (B) 1 μm, (C) 0.1 μm.ordered) is characterized by the presence of perfectly round
domains. When fluid domains are embedded in a fluid envi-
ronment, circular domains will form because both phases are
isotropic and the line energy (tension), associated with the rim offferential scanning calorimetry. Confocal images of a DiIC18/Bodipy-PC labeled
ages 1, 2 and 3). Image (1) includes an atomic force microscopy figure of planar
xcitation fluorescent image of a single LAURDAN labeled GUV composed of
tion effect). (B and C) AFM images of double planar bilayers composed of DSC/
oscopic details inside these areas reveal the presence of metastable ripple phase
Fig. 10. GP image of a living macrophage, 3D-reconstructed pseudocolored GP
images of RAW264.7 cell (image plane parallel to coverslip, viewed from
above). Notice the different discrete GP regions on the cell membrane indicating
membrane lateral heterogeneity (adapted from ref 105, “Copyright (2003)
National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.”).
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perimeter ratio [53]. This last fact is not observed when gel/fluid
phase coexistence is present. Additionally, the coexistence of
fluid ordered and fluid disordered phases is characterized by a
strong reduction of the photoselection effect (particularly
comparing the fluid disordered phase with that observed in gel
phases) in the polar region of the GUV, and a reduction in the GP
differences between the coexisting phases compared with that
found in the gel/fluid phase coexistence [53,58].
All the information obtained in compositionally simple
model systems, as described above, can aid in the characteriza-
tion of membrane structure in complex cases such as those that
occur in biological situations. As pointed out in Introduction, we
must consider how we can correlate the information obtained in
simple cases with the lateral structure of compositionally
complex mixtures.
5. The importance of visual information to ascertain lateral
structure in compositionally complex mixtures
One of the challenges in the membrane field is how to cor-
relate lateral structure information between compositionally
simple model systems (normally membranes composed of few
lipid species) and compositionally complex mixtures (natural
lipid extracts or native membranes) under the same environ-
mental conditions. Because of the complex composition of the
natural membranes this correlation is difficult to achieve using
bulk solutions containing many liposomes (or cells). However,
the visual information provide by fluorescence microscopy is
key to perform this correlation. As we mentioned in the model
system section, GUVs can be prepared using natural lipid
mixtures and native membranes [39,50,53]. Such GUVs can be
seen as an intermediate step between a simple lipid mixture and
the biological membrane under study. For example, correlations
among compositionally complex lipid mixtures displaying gel/
fluid [50] and fluid ordered/fluid disordered phase coexistence
[53] with binary phospholipids mixtures and cholesterol
containing ternary mixtures were reported using LAURDAN.
In particular, extraction of cholesterol from the brush border
membranes lipid extracts showed a change in the phase co-
existence scenario (from fluid ordered/fluid disordered phase
coexistence to gel/fluid phase coexistence [53]). Similar experi-
ments were recently reported for pulmonary surfactant mem-
branes and DPPC/DOPC/cholesterol mixtures, where similar
lateral structure (fluid ordered/fluid disordered phase coexis-
tence) was observed between artificial mixtures composed
of DOPC/DPPC/cholesterol and native pulmonary surfactant
membranes (full composition in this case, i.e., lipids and pro-
teins), see Fig. 8A [39]. Additionally, in this particular
membrane system, extraction of cholesterol but not extraction
of the membrane proteins affects the observed membrane lateral
pattern. Specifically, extraction of cholesterol in this composi-
tionally complex mixture generates a pattern that can be linked
with the presence of gel/fluid like phase coexistence observed in
model lipid mixtures (Fig. 8B insert). Additionally, the observed
lateral structure observed in the native pulmonary surfactant at
physiological temperatures is linked with functional aspects ofthis material [39]. This observation suggests that pulmonary
surfactant could be one of the first membrane systems reported
where the coexistence of specialized membrane domains may
exist as a structural basis for its function [39].
What is clear from the aforementioned studies is that the
presence of key lipid species, which exists at particular con-
centrations in distinctive biological membranes, can trigger phe-
nomena that can be linked with the presence of lateral phase
coexistence. However, caution is invoked in generalizing infor-
mation about the lateral structure of membranes. Biological
membranes are adapted to different functions, and so also are their
molecular compositions. The latter considerationwill be crucial in
order to predict the influence of particular membrane components
to the lateral organization of the membrane.
6. Combination with other experimental techniques
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments provide
extremely useful thermodynamical parameters to characterize the
temperature behavior of lipid mixtures. However, as the number
of components in the lipid mixture is increased the data analysis
becomes very difficult. For example, a differential scanning
calorimetry profile of pulmonary surfactant membranes is shown
in Fig. 9A. Although thermodynamic information from the DSC
experiment can be extracted from the system, no detailed infor-
mation about the physical characteristics of lipid lateral structure
at different temperatures can be obtained using this technique. As
observed in Fig. 9A, from the GUV data three different tem-
perature regimes with particular membrane lateral structure
(phase state) are observed and characterized using fluorescence
microscopy. Results using this combination of experimental tech-
niques was also reported for bovine pulmonary surfactant lipid
extracts (BLES) using LAURDAN [50]. Other techniques can
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experiments. Atomic force microscopy (AFM), for instance,
allows bridging the micrometer size scale with the nanometer size
scale. As shown in Fig. 9 details about the protein distribution
inside the fluid disordered domains in native pulmonary sur-
factant can be observed [39]. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 9B
the nanoscopic details of a binary mixture (DMPC/DSPC) can be
obtained using a probe free technique [115,116]. In this case the
phase information obtained with the probe LAURDAN (that is
related with water dipolar relaxation processes in the membrane)
is expanded with the nanoscopic information (lateral packing
structure and height differences) obtained by using AFM. In this
case the highly lateral packed areas (gel phase) observed using
LAURDAN fluorescence have a nanometer size structure corre-
sponding to ripple phase as observed with AFM. The similarities
in shape and size are remarkable in both model systems. Addi-
tionally, the combination of epi-fluorescence microscopy with
AFM in the same specimenwas recently reported offering another
possibility to ascertain membrane lateral structure and correlate
different size information among different membrane model
systems. For example, using this approach a direct correlation
between lipid domains in GUVs and planar membranes using the
same fluorescently labeled lipid mixtures were reported [117–
119]. In these particular cases the partition properties of the
fluorescent probe for a particular lipid domain is utilized to
compare the lipid domain's features in the free standing bilayer
(GUVs) and planar membranes. Additionally, combination of
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) with AFM was also
recently reported allowing linkage of dynamical information and
structural features of the lipid domains [120]. It is noteworthy that
the height difference between the coexisting lipid phases or
presence of domains with sizes of nanometers (not detectable by
fluorescence intensity microscopy because the diffraction limit of
optical imaging) can be obtained using AFM. The information
obtained from these AFM and TPE fluorescence microscopy is
hence rather complementary and very useful to characterize the
lateral structure of membranes.
6.1. LAURDAN in cell membranes and tissues
From the pioneering work of Parasassi et al., and Yu et al.
[81,121], LAURDAN was proposed to be very promising in ex-
ploring cell membranes. In these studies, domains of sizes below, in
the same range and above the microscope resolution limit (0.3 μm
radial) were observed in OK cells, red blood cells and brush border
native membranes respectively [81,121]. Recently, LAURDAN
GP differences observed in compositionally complex mixtures and
artificial lipid ternary mixtures containing phospholipids, sphingo-
myelin and cholesterol were exploited to interpret LAURDANGP
images in cell membranes [105]. In this report the LAURDANGP
functionwas used to directly observe transient micron size highGP
regions surrounded by low GP areas in living macrophages (see
Fig. 10). This paper demonstrated the presence of lateral phase
separation in these particular cells in vivo supporting strongly the
cholesterol effect observed in themodel systems [53]. Interestingly,
this last result is in line with the work reported by Gousset et al.,
where micron size domains were also observed in platelets uponactivation [122] and to that observed in native pulmonary surfactant
membranes [39]. Although micron size domains are observed in
the membranes mentioned above (macrophages, platelets, pulmo-
nary surfactant) generalization of this phenomenon must be done
cautiously. Following the literature in this respect, the presence of
micron size domains in biological membranes seems to be the
exception instead of a general case. This last fact can be simply
related to themembrane composition and the particular functions of
the membranes under favorable environmental conditions (such as
temperature). Lastly, LAURDAN GP was applied also to tissues.
Sun et al. [123] have demonstrated that both LAURDAN mul-
tiphoton polarization and generalized polarization (GP) can be
combined using a two photon excitation fluorescence microscope
to characterize the structural changes of intercellular lipids in skin
tissue. This work demonstrated how treatment with oleic acid
results in a skin surface with a more random packing of lipid
molecules, which facilitates water penetration.
6.2. Concluding remarks
As demonstrated in this review, the combination of particular
membrane model systems (such as GUVs) and fluorescence
microscopy techniques can be exploited to learn about processes
that occur in the complex framework of biological membranes.
Some experimental strategies are available, as discussed in this
review, to first understand the particular molecular interactions of
the membrane components in compositionally simple model sys-
tem and to finally understand the basis of either lipid–lipid or
lipid–protein interactions in more complex situations. As dis-
cussed above, the visual and dynamical information obtained
using multiphoton excitation microscopy and UV-excited probes
provides a powerful tool to learn about similar phenomena in
complex systems such as biological membranes and tissues.
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